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As China's domestic market is becoming more economic development, foreign 
eyeing China's market in developed countries, directly or indirectly to many of our 
good corporate acquisitions or mergers.China's enterprises are facing outstanding 
enterprises in developed countries with excellent core competencies and advanced 
technologies of great challenges and competition, bus companies are no exception, 
how to build and upgrade the capability of firms (including advanced technology) has 
become an urgent problem. 
This paper explore the core capabilities and basic theory of corporate value 
creation, and takes bus companies as an example of corporate value creation process, 
and reveals the bus company's core capabilities and value creation issues, and then to 
solve these problems. Finally, the proposals of cultivating and enhancing core 
competence be conducted. 
There are three main contributions of this article: 
(1) To apply management of the core competencies and value management theory 
to reveals deep the problems of the development of China's passenger car 
business :because of lacking of independent R & D capability and the accumulation of 
knowledge and skills of innovation systems in the company, to the competence of 
value creation sustainable development is weaker.  
(2)To construct the indicator system of core competenceand knowledge 
development and to analyze corporate culture with the related theory. 
(3) In order to solve the disclosure problems, this paper proposes that the 
initiatives forprotecting, nurturing and enhancing the core competence of bus 
manufacturing company .In particular, there are several initiatives: combining R & D 
centers and senior executives to create a core management team implement the 
unified management of core competencies; to increasethe investment in intellectual 
capital and to use fully the government support for investment in technological 
innovation for improving the competence of cost leadership; to strengthen and 
improve the innovation level of company and innovative organization with high 
technical content of the core product; to establish the corporate culture for the need of  
enhancing core competence in bus manufacturing company. 
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第一章  绪论 
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直兴旺的企业有什么因素能够一直保持兴旺。D.K.Prahalad 和 G.Hamel 这两位
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